**Monday 18 September 2023 - Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie - Paris**

- **Welcoming participants**
- **Registration**
- **Focus on Africa**
- **Focus on Israel**
- **Focus on Armenia**
- **Focus on Overseas France**
- **Coffee break**
- **Focus on Latin America and the Caribbean**
- **Focus on Mediterranean / Climate**
- **Focus on Palestine**
- **Focus on Japan**

**Tuesday 19 September 2023 - Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie - Paris**

- **Welcoming participants**
- **Registration**
- **Opening Ceremony**
- **Plenary session** « The role of local authorities in the resolution of global challenges »
- **Workshop** International action at the service of economic development and territorial attractiveness
- **Workshop** Local governance and access to energy: new opportunities to develop essential services
- **Workshop** Advances and setbacks in women’s rights: the role of local authorities in their international action?
- **Workshop** Education in citizenship and in international solidarity: local authorities’ mobilization and innovations
- **Workshop** Decentralized cooperation’s challenges and solutions confronting the climate change deterioration
- **Workshop** Ready, set, go! Decentralized cooperation and sport, on the eve of the Paris Olympic and Paralympic Games 2024
- **Workshop** What framework do SDGs provide for decentralized cooperation?
- **Workshop** Decentralized cooperation in countries weakened by long-term crises: difficulties, challenges and solutions
- **Closing**
- **Lunch break Room “Le LOFT”**